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Home School Partners – American Literature, Week 31: Quiz 12 
____ 1. During a dinner conversation about the future of automobiles, George says that he believes they are “___.” 
  (A)  a great way to learn repair    (B)  a nuisance    (C)  the wave of the future    (D)  not as fast as horses 

____ 2. Two reasons why George feels how he does about automobiles are his view that they ___. (Choose two.) 
____  (A)  go too fast     (B)  represent change    (C)  injure too many people    (D)  remind him of Eugene Morgan 

____ 3. When George learns of his mother’s desire to marry Eugene, what word best describes his first reaction? 
  (A)  shock    (B)  amusement    (C)  irritation    (D)  relief 

____ 4. Regarding the gossip going around about the Ambersons, Uncle George tells George that he should ___. 
  (A)  confront it    (B)  enjoy it    (C)  not worry about it    (D)  fight it 

____ 5. What other event does George’s slamming the door in Eugene Morgan’s face closely recall? 
  (A) Isabel’s rejection of Eugene 20 years ago  (C) Major Amberson’s anger at Fanny’s silliness 
  (B) Eugene’s treatment of George at a party  (D) Lucy’s treatment of George at their first dance 

____ 6. The reason George now cares about others’ opinions, when before he couldn’t have cared less, is ___. 
  (A)  Lucy’s feelings    (B)  his improved attitude    (C)  the health of his mother   (D)  his lack of wealth 

____ 7. The irony in George’s telling his mother he doesn’t want marriage rumors to ruin her good name is that ___. 
  (A) he has hurt her good name plenty himself  (C) the Amberson name was never well-respected 
  (B) his father’s name was not honored in Midland (D) Eugene would greatly improve her social position 

____ 8. Isabel’s heart trouble is physical, but her non-physical “heart troubles” are also shown in her ___. 
  (A)  love for Eugene    (B)  relationship with George    (C)  both A and B    (D)  neither A nor B 

____ 9. Who shares the blame for the way George has treated Eugene Morgan and Isabel? 
  (A)  Fanny    (B)  Isabel    (C)  Uncle George    (D)  all of these 

____ 10. How does George spend the last night in his mother’s room? 
  (A)  talking with Fanny    (B)  writing Eugene a letter    (C)  kneeling in prayer    (D)  trying to find work 

____ 11. After George and Fanny move into the apartment, George shows grit by ___. 
  (A)  encouraging a despondent Fanny    (B)  taking a risky job    (C)  humbling himself   (D)  all of these 

____ 12. The irony about George’s finally getting his “comeuppance” is that ___. 
  (A) it costs him the love of Lucy Morgan  (C) it doesn’t change George for the better 
  (B) no one in Midland even cares any more  (D) George hates the town more than ever 

____ 13. The coincidence that happens to Eugene and Lucy at the end of Ambersons is that they both ___. 
  (A)  think of Isabel   (B)  “hear” George’s voice    (C)  meet accidentally in the street    (D)  see Fanny at a shop 

____ 14. “The Cure for a Troubled Heart” says that Jesus is the answer to “the chiefest mystery of all,” which is ___. 
  (A)  why God loves the world   (B)  the meaning of love    (C)  whom you can trust    (D)  what happens after death 

____ 15. In “America’s Present Emergency,” Burton Wheeler points out that Germany can’t defeat the U. S. because ___. 
  (A)  America is too big   (B)  America is too well armed    (C)  Germany can’t even invade Britain    (D)  A, B, & C 

____ 16. In “Regret,” Mamzelle Aurlie’s attitude toward the children is best described as ___. 
  (A)  irritated   (B)  affectionate    (C)  disappointed    (D)  jealous 

____ 17. Mamzelle Aurlie’s description as crying “like a man” comes across as ironic, because that crying makes her ___. 
  (A)  more harsh   (B)  come across as weaker    (C)  seem to care less for the children    (D)  seem more feminine 

____ 18. In “Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby,” one positive trait of Margaret at the beginning of the story is her ___. 
  (A)  strong work ethic   (B)  not criticizing John in front of others    (C)  both A & B    (D)  neither A nor B 

____ 19. In “Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby,” Margaret ironically says, “Thank Heaven there isn’t ___ to complicate things!” 
  (A)  another woman   (B)  a bankruptcy    (C)  a child    (D)  a divorce 

____ 20. The main lesson of “How To Understand International Finance is that ___. 
  (A)  international finance is not too hard to understand   (B)  ain’t nobody gonna understand international finance 
 
________________ BONUS (+5): In what invention do the Ambersons invest in and lose the rest of their fortune? 
 



Name:  __________________________________ 

Home School Partners – American Literature, Week 31: Quiz 12 
B 1. During a dinner conversation about the future of automobiles, George says that he believes they are “___.” 
  (A)  a great way to learn repair    (B)  a nuisance    (C)  the wave of the future    (D)  not as fast as horses 

B 2. Two reasons why George feels how he does about automobiles are his view that they ___. (Choose two.) 
D  (A)  go too fast     (B)  represent change    (C)  injure too many people    (D)  remind him of Eugene Morgan 

A 3. When George learns of his mother’s desire to marry Eugene, what word best describes his first reaction? 
  (A)  shock    (B)  amusement    (C)  irritation    (D)  relief 

C 4. Regarding the gossip going around about the Ambersons, Uncle George tells George that he should ___. 
  (A)  confront it    (B)  enjoy it    (C)  not worry about it    (D)  fight it 

A 5. What other event does George’s slamming the door in Eugene Morgan’s face closely recall? 
  (A) Isabel’s rejection of Eugene 20 years ago  (C) Major Amberson’s anger at Fanny’s silliness 
  (B) Eugene’s treatment of George at a party  (D) Lucy’s treatment of George at their first dance 

D 6. The reason George now cares about others’ opinions, when before he couldn’t have cared less, is ___. 
  (A)  Lucy’s feelings    (B)  his improved attitude    (C)  the health of his mother   (D)  his lack of wealth 

A 7. The irony in George’s telling his mother he doesn’t want marriage rumors to ruin her good name is that ___. 
  (A) he has hurt her good name plenty himself  (C) the Amberson name was never well-respected 
  (B) his father’s name was not honored in Midland (D) Eugene would greatly improve her social position 

C 8. Isabel’s heart trouble is physical, but her non-physical “heart troubles” are also shown in her ___. 
  (A)  love for Eugene    (B)  relationship with George    (C)  both A and B    (D)  neither A nor B 

D 9. Who shares the blame for the way George has treated Eugene Morgan and Isabel? 
  (A)  Fanny    (B)  Isabel    (C)  Uncle George    (D)  all of these 

C 10. How does George spend the last night in his mother’s room? 
  (A)  talking with Fanny    (B)  writing Eugene a letter    (C)  kneeling in prayer    (D)  trying to find work 

D 11. After George and Fanny move into the apartment, George shows grit by ___. 
  (A)  encouraging a despondent Fanny    (B)  taking a risky job    (C)  humbling himself   (D)  all of these 

B 12. The irony about George’s finally getting his “comeuppance” is that ___. 
  (A) it costs him the love of Lucy Morgan  (C) it doesn’t change George for the better 
  (B) no one in Midland even cares any more  (D) George hates the town more than ever 

A 13. The coincidence that happens to Eugene and Lucy at the end of Ambersons is that they both ___. 
  (A)  think of Isabel   (B)  “hear” George’s voice    (C)  meet accidentally in the street    (D)  see Fanny at a shop 

D 14. “The Cure for a Troubled Heart” says that Jesus is the answer to “the chiefest mystery of all,” which is ___. 
  (A)  why God loves the world   (B)  the meaning of love    (C)  whom you can trust    (D)  what happens after death 

D 15. In “America’s Present Emergency,” Burton Wheeler points out that Germany can’t defeat the U. S. because ___. 
  (A)  America is too big   (B)  America is too well armed    (C)  Germany can’t even invade Britain    (D)  A, B, & C 

B 16. In “Regret,” Mamzelle Aurlie’s attitude toward the children is best described as ___. 
  (A)  irritated   (B)  affectionate    (C)  disappointed    (D)  jealous 

D 17. Mamzelle Aurlie’s description as crying “like a man” comes across as ironic, because that crying makes her ___. 
  (A)  more harsh   (B)  come across as weaker    (C)  seem to care less for the children    (D)  seem more feminine 

B 18. In “Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby,” one positive trait of Margaret at the beginning of the story is her ___. 
  (A)  strong work ethic   (B)  not criticizing John in front of others    (C)  both A & B    (D)  neither A nor B 

C 19. In “Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby,” Margaret ironically says, “Thank Heaven there isn’t ___ to complicate things!” 
  (A)  another woman   (B)  a bankruptcy    (C)  a child    (D)  a divorce 

B 20. The main lesson of “How To Understand International Finance is that ___. 
  (A)  international finance is not too hard to understand   (B)  ain’t nobody gonna understand international finance 
 
headlights  BONUS (+5): In what invention do the Ambersons invest in and lose the rest of their fortune? 


